Monday AM: Linearization
- Welcome and Introductory Round
- Tutorial by Irfan Ahmed
- Talk by Konstantin Korovin

Monday PM: Proof + Optimization
- Talk by Haniel Barbosa
- Tutorial by Gereon Kremer
- Talk by Madelina Erascu

Tuesday AM: New Logic Tools
- Talk by Tudor Jebelean
- Talk by Martin Brain
- Talk by Pascal Fontaine and Baptiste Vergain
- Talk by Juergen Gerhard

Tuesday PM: NRA Potentials and Challenges:
- Talk by Changbo Chen
- Talk by Alessandro Cimatti
- Talk by AmirHoeesin Sadeghi Manesh
- Talk by James Davenport

Wednesday AM: Verification
- Talk by Stefan Ratschan
- Talk by Sergio Mover
- Talk by Daniela Kaufman
- Talk by Enrico Lipparini

Wednesday PM: Excursion for on-site participants
Thursday AM: Quantifiers and NRA Methods
- Talk by Chenqui Mou
- Talk by Jasper Nalbach
- Talk by Chris Brown
- Talk by Martina Seidl

Thursday PM: Combinatorics
- Tutorial by Curtis Bright
- Talk by Ilias Kotsireas
- Talk by Bruno Dutertre

Friday AM: AI and SC-Square Future
- Talk by Manuel Kauers
- Talk by Matthew England / Tereso del Rio
- Future of SC-Square